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General Feedback about the Course/Instructor Overall Ratings
Q1 My overall experience with this course is positive. 4.64

Q2 The course materials and instructor(s) stimulate my learning in the topic. 4.82

Q3 Instructor(s) have a good knowledge of the field associated with the course. 4.82

Q4 The course structure is helpful to me to fulfill my learning objectives. 4.73

Q5 The instructor(s) are available when I need them. 4.82

Q6 The course is useful to my graduate research. 4.91

Q7 The course presents material at an appropriate level of depth. 4.55

Q8 The communication between students, staff, and instructor(s) involved in this course is clear and frequent. 4.64

Q9 Any other subject/topics that you would suggest be included/omitted from the current structure? Refer to separate tab for comments

Q10 Could you comment on the way of teaching for this course? Refer to separate tab for comments
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50.570: Machine Learning [Lu Wei]
Q9: Any other subject/topics that you would suggest be included/omitted from the current structure? 
Maybe we can spend some time on more sophisticated learning algoritms like decisition tree, nerual network, deep learning. No need to go into them deep, but only some introductions 
are fine.

Should plan some in-class activities, or the lab session will be much better either in programming or mathematics, equation derivations for problem solving. The programming homework 
could be more diversity, eg. image classification.

I think this course is really well designed and I really have a good time when taking it. Keep the good job!

The current structure provides anÂ excellent fundation for studying Machine Learning. It would be nice, if there would be a sequel course which provides more advance and in depth in 
the following topics  Semi-Supervised  Active-Learning  Neural network  Principal Component Analysis (PCA)  Learning &amp; InformationÂ Theory  and in term of applications, such as 
speech and voice analysis



50.570: Machine Learning [Lu Wei]
Q10: Could you comment on the way of teaching for this course? 
Great lectures. Most of them are clear and well orgnized. It would be better if some applications in a wide range of research are introduced.

Sometimes it is hard to understand for the student who is not from the computer science or mathematical background. The way to explain those equations should be more explicitly, 
should give some examples like how to use the equations.

Dr. Lu Wei has successfuly pointed out and imprinted the essentials of this course on our mind. Whatever he taught and explained in the class would be come out in the assignments 
and exams. Furthermore, the assignment consists of programming and theory questions. This helps us to question and verifies whatever we learnt in the class and lecture notes.  Besides, 
the scope of the course project is well-defined, so that we can freely pursue our interest. This helps me to submit a research paper in the International Computer Music Conference + 
Sound and Music Conference 2014.


